
What is oil paint?

Oil paint is pigment (colours) mixed with oil, normally linseed oil. Sometimes other oils are used, 
walnut, poppy, safflower. Linseed is the best oil for the most part as it makes a strong film as it dries. 
Linseed Oil comes from the Flax Plaint.  

Commercial tube paints may sometimes have wax and other stabilizers in them to keep the paint 
(pigment and oil) from separating while the paint is in tubes and shipped around the world.

Good artist quality paint has very little other things besides the pigment and oil (sometime referred to 
as the vehicle). Student paints has a lot of fillers, wax, etc. as they are cheaper than pigments.

The main difference between Oil paints and Acrylic or Watercolour is that oil paint uses oil to bind the 
paint while acrylic uses acrylic polymer and watercolour uses gum arabic. The pigments themselves are
the same, so a poisonous one in oil is still poisonous in watercolour.

Mediums:

Sometimes one wants to make the paint brush out differently for certain things so you can add a 
medium to your paint, for the most part keeping it simple is best. I use a small amount of linseed oil for
my second coat of paint and every coat after. I just use a small amount to make the paint brush easier at
times. Sometimes for my last coat I also add a little Stand Oil to the Linseed Oil. Stand Oil is Linseed 
oil cooked in a vacuum at around 525f. Stand oil is a heavy, viscous slow drying oil that should not be 
used by its self but can be added/thinned and used. It has levelling properties and can help get rid of 
brush strokes if you want. 

There are other oil mediums that have varnishes in them and other things. For the most part I would 
recommend keeping it simple and stick to linseed oil.

Fat over Lean:

This rule of oil painting means to try to use a lean (less oil) thinned with mineral spirits first coat and 
add more “fat” layers as you build the painting up. Fat means more oil.

The more oil the more flexible the layer. As paint dries it moves and shrinks so you want the top layers 
to be more flexible and be able to move and not crack when the bottom layers move around. 

The fatter, more flexible layers on top and the leaner, less flexible layers at the bottom. 
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